Elevate yourself in Paradise

Leadership Retreat '16 in Cancun, Mexico is your next GIN destination. This transforming event will feature exclusive training, spectacular excursions, tropical sunshine, exceptional cuisine, exotic drinks and the most amazing memories of you with your GIN family. Join us at the gorgeous Moon Palace Golf & Spa Resort as, together, we live in luxury and expand our knowledge. With a seemingly boundless stretch of beautiful white sand beach in the heart of the Gulf of Mexico, Moon Palace Resort is the access we need to amplify our collective vibration. Be there for the Leadership Retreat of a lifetime.

#LeadershipRetreat2016

All Members who have registered for the event by October 31 are qualified for an additional Share GIN Incentive Bonus of $100 Cash. Learn More.
CELEBRATE BELIEF AND APPRECIATE THE ABUNDANCE

IN and AXS came racing into my life, delivering those feelings to me in the deepest and most rewarding way I could imagine. I’ve seen that same thing happen with my good friend and our head of Operations, David Cohen, who you heard on stage at Dream Weekend and Family Reunion. He described the massive shift he has undertaken to focus on his desire to be around, support, and enjoy his “family”. Little did he know that he would manifest the greatest family on the planet into his life. And others have been magnetically attracted to AXS and GIN through our concentrated vibration of Family.

This especially hit me at the Platinum and Leadership Reception the night that Linda and Jacques Patenaude passed. Standing there holding hands, hugging, and celebrating the life, love, and values of Jacques and Linda who made everyone immediately feel like family, Blaine reminded us all that family multiplies the joy and divides the sorrow. One senior GIN member said, “It really clicked for me tonight that the reason I’ve stayed in GIN all these years, through all of the ups and downs, is because this is my real family.” Reflecting on all of this, we must remember that family, like success, is a decision away – we are not stuck with those who do not see our potential, who do not support us, who abuse us. We know through our training that our DNA does not determine our success, meaning that our birth family is of our DNA and can NOT determine the course of our lives unless we let them. Family is a decision. I know that now, more than at any time in my life.

You, valued GIN members – have made that conscious decision that the people in your life will positively contribute to your success – just as we all desire, believe, and trust that our family should. We believe that family loves and supports unconditionally. We find the gold in each other, and celebrate our wins together, big and small. That frequency we vibrate is exactly the reason that we have come together from around the world. As family, we attract other like-minded individuals. That is the reason that we each grow and benefit when we add new family members by simply opening the door. Watch those who feel the same and who desire the same and who act the same come walking through that door.

As the head of this family, I naturally see in advance much of the expansion you hear so much about. I am doing my best, along with the AXS team, to get that information out to all of our members as quickly as possible. We remain committed to under-committing and over-delivering, so we are foregoing the hype for consistent growth, expansion, and the member benefits you’ve been promised. At this terrific time of year, take the time to appreciate your family in both GIN and among your birth family that give you the love and support you so rightly deserve. We really enjoyed Family Reunion 2015 and the Leadership Retreat in Cancun is destined to be yet another classic! Look for several more exciting announcements about how we are expanding, supporting, and loving our family of members!

Your decision to support and celebrate love and life with each other in GIN is one of the best decisions you’ve made for yourself. It multiplies the joys for us all. Be intentional in your continued support of our club, of your brothers and sisters, and in growing our family. You know firsthand the individual benefits that it has had in your life. Most importantly, remember that family is a decision.

Troy McClain
As you step into this resort, you can’t help but be reminded of something familiar – like home. There is a vibration resonating through The Rosen Shingle Creek Resort that aligns with our family. We, as a group, reverberated the right frequencies during our '15 Family Reunion. With abundant training, powerful recognition, humor and emotions, friends, networking, Club GIN, and our family, this weekend defined why GIN truly is the greatest club in the world.
“Sometimes there are situations in your life where you’re going to be faced with adversity and you will get through it because you persist at it. There are people who are there for you as you progress towards your goals.”

– Don Colton

EVENT OPENING
FRIDAY EVENING

What better way to kick off our ’15 Family Reunion than Gin Master of Ceremonies, Don Colton on stage leading us in sing the Mickey Mouse Club theme song? Don sparked the energy of the crowd with humor and a personal story on how, when our dreams hit an obstacle, we can take a moment and reassess our plan.

DON COLTON
I'm a fallible person, I have made mistakes. But I will make less mistakes when my family supports me to do the right thing. You will make less mistakes when you subscribe to this model of family.

– Troy McClain
From ‘15 Dream Weekend until now, we held a competition our Share GIN. During that time, the 2 top performers won an exclusive GIN Adventures trip to Peru. Congratulations to Don and Melinda and Boyer as well as Mr. Bruno Crozel. We also had a drawing for a third winner of that Jen adventures Peru trip. Congratulations to GIN Member Eric Eaton. These Members will ‘learn through travel’ as they enjoy the ultimate Mind, Body, and Spirit journey to Peru as a part of this exclusive GIN Adventures package.

In August, 2015, a select group of GIN Members and staff were invited to participate in the incredible training at the GIN Take Action Course. Kevin Trudeau once said, “If you wish to succeed in life, you have to add new information and skills to your awareness.” The adventurous GIN Members who attended the Take Action Course were introduced to new information and skills and experienced principles beyond what they ever expected. The discipline and training learned in the Take Action Course are infused in Mastering the Basics in an intensified setting. On Friday night of ‘15 Family Reunion, Troy McClain recognized some of the graduates of this course who shared their story of success.
When it comes to sharing the benefits of our club and being a champion for GIN, there is no couple more inspiring than Don and Melinda Boyer. On Friday night, this delightful couple took the stage to share their excitement of being in this great club. As Melinda pointed out, “The people of GIN are my brothers and sisters and I’m just so excited to see everybody.” Then, Don motivated us all with information and energy as he encouraged and directed us on how to change the world through the power of GIN. Don challenged us all to allow the teachings and training and feelings and good news of GIN inside of us – and once it is fully inside of us, it can be properly shared to the world. As you reach your potential, you allow this amazing club to become the motivating force across the globe. Don closed with this powerful statement, “Are you going to leave the world as it is? Or are you going to change the world through the power of GIN?”

“GIN is not just a success club, we are an energy movement designed to be a mighty force in this world.”

- Don Boyer
If this was your first event with GIN, you were brought up on stage and recognized on Friday night of '15 Family Reunion. For many of you, it was your first time on stage. That warm, loving energy of your new friends looking up at you and sending you nothing but the most sincere, powerful energy you have ever received. Welcome to the new Members of the Global Information Network major events… We are sure you had an amazing time.

There is a reason why recognition is such an essential part of the GIN principles and core values of our great club. The act of giving and the active receiving recognition create an energy vibration that inspires you to greatness. The feeling of being on stage with the bright and colorful lights on you is a feeling like none other in the world. At the same time, being a part of the audience and getting that recognition to those people is an energizing, the filling adventure. No matter which side you were on, it was a great moment of brotherhood and adventure. During our '15 Family Reunion event, we brought several categories of Members on stage and recognized some of the amazing groups and individuals who made this event and this club an extraordinary, influential mastermind group.
NEW LEVEL V & LEVEL VI MEMBER RECOGNITION

One of the most challenging and rewarding ventures in GIN is studying for, taking, and passing the Level V test. Once you accomplished that, you are rewarded with an exclusive and very powerful Level V Induction ceremony. On Friday night we brought on stage and recognized our brand-new Level V Members of the Global Information Network. The feeling of accomplishment and pride flourished among these new Level V Members as we welcomed and celebrated them on stage.

The Global Information Network Level VI training is unlike anything in this club. There is a reason why so many Level VI Members take and retake this training at every opportunity.

For those Level VI Candidates who attended this training for the very first time, they experienced some of the best discipline, education, and community of their lives. By the end of the second day of training, through the exceptionally rewarding Induction Ceremony, Level VI Members were spiritually vibrating at a frequency they have never known. On Friday night of our ’15 Family Reunion event, we celebrated and recognized those new Level VI Members on stage. Once again, Troy McClain had them pledge the following to their fellow GIN Members: “I promise to commit my training. I promise to apply my training. I promise to live my training; to myself and to others around the world”.

NOVEMBER 2015
Before the general session on Saturday morning, GIN Members were allowed to take a free spiritual and physical warm-up with Stéphane and Sîlvain Patenaude. What was intended to be an intimate group of dedicated Members who wanted to get there vibration right, turned into 130 passionate GIN Members stretching, pushing, laughing, and punching their way to greatness. This 30 minute intensified class was just what we needed to start our Saturday of ’15 Family Reunion off right.
SATURDAY MORNING GENERAL SESSION

Fresh off the warm-up with the Patenaude's, Troy McClain was suited up and ready to go for the general session on Saturday morning. Before recognition and before Don Colton introduced our keynote speaker, James Arthur Ray, Troy McClain spoke of the origins of our club and the teachings within it. As you know, Troy is a student of the training. The research of these origins took Troy beyond the obvious to a place unexpectedly profound.

GIN Visionaries Recognition

On Saturday morning, we recognized a group of individuals without whom this club would not exist. These idealistic and true Visionaries took massive and immediate action and blazed a path for us all to have the means to achieve the goals and dreams we desire. We call them Visionaries because, not only were they at the beginning of the beginning, but also they had a depth of vision for this club that allowed it to be great. On Saturday morning we recognized them on stage at ’15 Family Reunion and we continue to recognize these Visionaries for their greatness in making this club what it is.

GIN Platinum Recognition

What does it take to be Platinum in the Global Information Network? It’s more than vision, discipline, and sacrifice. It’s beyond charisma and hard work. It’s a belief in this club - this movement of GIN - that is unmatched. On Saturday morning we brought the Platinum Affiliates on stage to recognize them for their remarkable achievement. We all recognized their contribution to the club and many of us had a personal connection with so many of them. As Troy McClain said on stage, “This is expansion - this needs to be honored... this is our team, our faculty promising you - to commit to your expansion. We are here to serve, uplift and inspire you... with your leadership, we will get to greatness together.”
James Arthur Ray began his first minute on the GIN stage with this profound quote, “Do any of you have a life-long dream? Hang onto it. I can promise you that dreams do come true.” On Saturday morning, we experienced the ideas and gifts of keynote speaker James Arthur Ray. From his work on The Secret to his endless research and guidance, James Arthur Ray has always aligned with the teachings of the Global Information Network. Still, what seemed to resonate most with the ‘15 Family Reunion crowd were his ideas and experience of stability and character when facing challenges. Within his lesson, he profoundly stated, “Meaning is carved. Your character is carved. When you’re facing the challenges and you’re keeping the faith and you’re holding the vision and you’re staying the course.” James Arthur Ray has faced adversity and he is better off for it. Challenges do become opportunities and James Arthur Ray helped show us his path to abundance.

“Never underestimate the power of an inspired idea.”
– James Arthur Ray
Announcement: LEADERSHIP RETREAT ’16

’15 Family Reunion turned good news into great as we announced the location of our next major GIN Event: Leadership Retreat ’16. March 4th – 6th, 2016, the Global Information Network is going back... back to where we started... back to the place where first celebrated this club 6 years ago: Cancun, Mexico at the exclusive Moon Palace Golf & Spa Resort.

Announcement: CHAPTER MODEL

GIN will roll out a new Chapter Model in which a company or region’s leaders will be supported logistically and financially when hosting regional meetings. Chapter Leaders must qualify. Listen for further details coming soon!

Announcement: GIN AXS CARD

GIN AXS Card was delivered to the attendees at the Family Reunion Event. Other members can expect their cards in the mail very soon.

Leadership Retreat ’16 in Cancun, Mexico is your next GIN destination. This transforming event will feature exclusive training, spectacular excursions, tropical sunshine, exceptional cuisine, exotic drinks and the most amazing memories of you with your GIN family. Join us at the gorgeous Moon Palace Golf & Spa Resort as, together, we live in luxury and expand our knowledge. With a seemingly boundless stretch of beautiful white sand beach in the heart of the Gulf of Mexico, Moon Palace Resort is the access we need to amplify our collective vibration. Be there for the Leadership Retreat of a lifetime.

Cancun, Mexico March 4-6 2016

New Promotion: All Members who have registered for the event by October 31 are qualified for an additional Share GIN Incentive Bonus of $100 Cash. Learn More.
Many of us have attended a GIN Membership Overview Meeting. These meetings are the quintessential material for sharing the message of GIN. Our leader and authority on the GIN principles continues to be Blaine Athorn. On Saturday Morning of ‘15 Family Reunion, Blaine took a different approach. Since he has given this Membership Overview presentation so many times, many GIN Members have asked him to deliver it directly to their prospects. Short of cloning himself into a small army of Blaine-1000 robots, Blaine procured and executive produced a Membership Overview Video for us all to share. Blaine played that video live for the audience and announced that this video is available for free download.
SATURDAY NIGHT
GENERAL SESSION

When we attend any GIN major event like ’15 Family Reunion, we are filled with excitement and love for our friends and family and we are open to an ability to learn that is unlike any other… But nobody said that GIN Members don’t have fun. Saturday night was all about fun and it all started with your entrance. Lights - Camera - Action! On Saturday night, the scene for ’15 Family Reunion became Hollywood glitz. Once again, at ’15 Family Reunion, we rolled out the red carpet and dressed to the nines for our Saturday night party. As the flash of the camera popped, you became the star on the scene. While you met your fans and posed with the stars for the paparazzi, we took your photos and uploaded them to all of the glamour sites (aka facebook). Click the link to view and download all of your favorite photos from our ’15 Family Reunion Red Carpet. Then, while we enjoyed the superb banquet dinner and drinks, David Cohen introduced the new GIN Events system that we expeditiously launched. There was just time to grab another drink as Troy stopped on the stage to retread some of his poignant points and, most importantly, announce our next major GIN event – GIN Leadership Retreat in Cancun, Mexico! With all of us on a GIN event high, we paraded into Club GIN, our ultimate celebration. Music jumped and lights flared as we danced and partied into the night (and early morning)!
Member on the Red Carpet,
Saturday Night
On Sunday Morning, Don Colton woke us up with energy and vitality as he recapped the event so far. “Even though we are on ‘final approach,’ this has just been one trip of many that you are going to take with GIN.” Then, our true leader, Blaine Athorn took the stage to deliver us into a moment of alliance. He spoke of connection and family as he brought our passion for this club to the pinnacle of affection and understanding. Blaine said, “This entire weekend has been an example – an illustration of what true success is all about; what true family is all about.” As many of you know, GIN (and the rest of the world) lost some tremendous people within the last year. Blaine shared and emotional, yet inspiring video of love and friendship shared between the Baschnagels and the Patenaudes. To these beloved friends who we proudly call family, “We will see you on the beaches of the world.”
Brian and Tess Baschnagel are a more than a major part of the foundation of GIN; having separately joined this club and built a significant downline, they fell in love, got married, and had a beautiful baby boy. Tess shared her powerful story with us, taking us on a journey of true love and family. We all stood and cheered when she said, “You’ll never know just how strong you really are, until you are tested. This is when you put the GIN training to the test. You find the positives and rise above it all.” Tess reminded us that we can find happiness within ourselves and that each day is precious. Embrace your life and friends and GIN support system that, because life only gets better.

Brian and Tess Baschnagel
Platinum Level VI Inner Circle Visionary Member

What is the perfect combination of tools, training, and opportunity right here in this club... to make all of your dreams come true, but it’s up to you to plug in and engage.” – Joseph Mello

What is the most under-utilized training we have within this great club? Influential entrepreneur and businessman Joe Mello has been a GIN Visionary since the very beginning of the club. He has studied, followed, and applied the GIN training in every aspect of his life. On Sunday of ’15 Family Reunion, Joe illustrated how each of us can get the most out of all that the Global Information Network has to offer. To finish the quote, Joe says, “If right now you don’t have the things in life that you want, the opportunity to get them, the tools to achieve them, the plan to keep them, or anyone to show you how, I’d like to remind you that you are at the right place at the right time. Because we have the perfect combination of tools, training, and opportunity right here in this club, right here in this room, to make all of your dreams come true, but it’s up to you to plug in and engage.” The above-mentioned training is for a system called the Priority Manager and Joe believes that it is the most powerful tool for implementing everything we have learned in GIN. This tool helped Joe achieve great success and he believes that, if you use it correctly, the Priority Manager system can take you to the top.

Sifu Stéphane Patenaude

What is the power of a relationship? This club is full of training and recognition, yet most of us believe the thing that makes GIN so incredible, is the relationships we make. On Sunday Morning, Stéphane Patenaude spoke about the life you live, the power of a kiss, and a connection to family. He spoke of the positive influence you can have on each and every person. “You make the decisions. You choose how you live your life. You choose how you raise your kids. You choose every single thing. You have 100% control of everything you do in your life. But you’ve got to believe that – you’ve got to apply it.” Live for today and, within GIN, continue to be a part of something great.

And that’s what life is all about. Do you laugh enough? Do you love enough? Do you take the opportunities – could this be the last time?” – Stéphane Patenaude
As we posed for the '15 Family Reunion group photo, we looked beyond the camera things to come. Together we smiled and manifested our desire to meet again soon on the beaches of Cancun, Mexico. Make this a reality by joining us back home March 4th - 6th at the stunning Moon Palace Golf and Spa Resort.
LEVEL VI MEETING

Level VI Members and Candidates were invited to an exclusive training on Friday morning. Blaine Athorn and Troy McClain both shared respective visions as to the direction of the club and the role that our Level VI Leaders play in our growth and expansion. Then, we were honored and privileged to be mentored by the intelligent and gracious Mary Miller, who embraced, inspired and offered globally sought-after high level teachings and energy work. Thank you to Mary for continuing to grow each of us as individuals.
LEVEL V TESTING

Determined Level V Candidates endured hours of multiple choice, written and verbal testing to demonstrate their extensive knowledge of our GIN Principles and their proper application in our daily lives. The victorious test-takers were invited to a private Level V Induction Ceremony in which they were presented with prestigious Level V Pins and Certificates. The special ceremony was documented by GIN’s very own Photojournalist.

LEVEL VI TRAINING

Level VI Candidates and Members participated in a two-day Level VI Training. While the content of Level VI Training is confidential, we can tell you that the Training for Level VI Membership consists of powerful education, affirmations and action exercises. New Level VI Members were recognized in a private induction ceremony to solidify their full Level VI Membership status.
NEW LEVEL VI & LEVEL V MEMBERS
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New Level V Members
PLATINUM, LEVEL VI & INNER CIRCLE RECEPTION

Platinum, Level VI, Founders & Inner Circle Members of GIN were invited to a special pool-side reception to celebrate with their esteemed peers. GIN Leaders socialized throughout the night in a private venue, stopping from cabana to cabana to express love and laughter with their GIN Family and Friends. Some of our favorite GIN party animals even braved the refreshing pool, while still sporting their gorgeous celebrity apparel. Cocktails, canapes, candlelight and compliments were abundant, the fountain was flowing, and a memorable time was had by all.
BUILD YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH YOUR TWITTER ACCOUNT

When we think about achieving our Chief Aim, Twitter is the most underutilized sales and marketing tool I have ever seen. Nearly everyone has it, everyone has easy access to it, but only a few businesses really know how to use it to increase profits. Many people on Twitter don’t have a lot of followers. This makes it much easier for you to reach out to them and increases your chances of getting a response.

- **Add a memorable profile pic.** Use a close-up headshot of yourself or a logo of your business. This image will show up on your profile page and next to any comment you make on Twitter. You want people to recognize you and your work.
- **Technologize keywords.** For example, Google Keyword Planner finds the keywords that make up your industry or market. If you want to change the course of a river, don’t dig a well — tap into existing traffic rather than generating it from scratch.
- **Research and identify your hashtags.** These tools make words more searchable. To create a hashtag, place # before a word. Hashtags allow Twitter users to tap into a Twitter-wide conversation. Discover the trending conversations and decide which ones you want to be included in. This will also help your organization connect with users who have similar interests.
- **Keep it personal.** Address tweets to the individual customer by including the word “you.” For example Why You Need to Get Your Car Battery Checked Today. Save time by resending the same tweets with different angles.
- **Link your tweets to multiple platforms.** Your Twitter account should derive from and also feed your LinkedIn, main website, Facebook, Pinterest and other pages. For free advice about crosslinking, widgets and software, check with the Boise-based Local Impact Zone social marketplace at localimpactzone.com.
- **Schedule and alternate tweets.** Use time of day and day of week as reference points. Based on aggregate analyzed for millions of retweets, social media scientist Dan Zarrella says that the best time to tweet if you want to be retweeted is on Friday at 4 p.m. EST.
- **Finally, remember they call it social media for a reason.** Connect with people. Blake Jamieson, founder of Tinder Hacks, gave one of the most important pieces of advice. “Build relationships with real conversations, not copy/paste self-promo plugs.”

It is often said that your sales are only as strong as your network. I like Troy McClain’s quote that takes it one step farther: “Your network determines your net worth.”

Contacting customers in the digital world is simple and easy. But many GIN members have told me that they find truly reaching them to be challenging. Fortunately, there are many ways to network online within our success club and to harness the awesome potential of the internet. Among these, Twitter is one of the best.

- **Focus on core product lines.** Such tweets are going to be stronger. Plus, you will attract users who need and want what you offer, a targeted audience. Without such focus, you will attract meaningless followers.
- **Strategically select smaller sets of contacts.** Target specific companies, nonprofits, churches and schools. Research by Matt Mesher at Lattice Engines found that searching Twitter accounts for terms related to significant events — conference exhibits, new senior hires, product launches, customer satisfaction, etc. — yielded actionable sales intelligence and actionable leads.
- **Create a useful Twitter name.** This will help your brand, because it is how people will tag your company in tweets and ultimately how it will be known on Twitter. Mine is based on my writing, editing and publishing services: @Publishwithus. You might want to use your company name. If you can’t get it, add your passion or function, such as @MichaelSWrites. Choose something that fits your business.
- **It is often said that your sales are only as strong as your network.**
- **What are some other ways you have been successful at networking online? Post your ideas on the GIN Facebook page and help us all actualize our Massive Obsession.**

Michael Strickland teaches literacy education at Boise State University. He consults about writing, publishing and social media. See: www.michaelrstrickland.com and facebook.com/youpublish to join the discussion and for free tips and resources.

What are some other ways you have been successful at networking online? Post your ideas on the GIN Facebook page and help us all actualize our Massive Obsession.
During this amazing Ultimate Transformation series, Angela Martindale infuses positive energy in healthy lifestyle changes that empower you to release the amazing person inside of you.

BE MINDFUL
Week 1
Publish Date: 08/17/2015

REALISTIC NOT PESSIMISTIC
Week 2
Publish Date: 08/24/2015

ENVISION YOUR VISION
Week 3
Publish Date: 08/31/2015

YOUR TRANSFORMATION IN ACTION
Week 4
Publish Date: 09/07/2015
Several operational and Member Benefit announcements were made at Family Reunion 2015 and it just wouldn’t be fair to keep the exciting news to ourselves! In typical GIN fashion, my announcements on the main stage during dinner Saturday evening were greeted with excitement and positive recognition. I was feeling great in my tux and your positive energy elevated my cognition of the power of recognition and multiplying factor of emotion! It is no wonder that every speaker that is privileged to stand in front of our brothers and sisters insist that GIN members are the greatest audience in the world.

Everyone at Family Reunion imagined with me a future state of the club with enhanced systems, communication, networking, and member benefits that allow us to continue our expansion globally and individually support our ability to have, be, and do anything we desire. That journey started with the new AXS Member Card for GIN members.

With graphics reminiscent of the journey of a martial artist from white belt to black belt, Level I through Level 6 members in attendance and their family members received their exciting new member cards. Much like the belt of a martial artist, our cards duly recognize our members status within the club and other special earned designations. Now, when presenting your card, everyone will know where you are on your journey of personal empowerment and be able to recognize you for your achievements within our club. Importantly, the new cards have your new member number, including barcode and mag strip for future use and capabilities coming down the road. If you didn’t attend Family Reunion, look for your new member card coming in the mail in November.

If anyone’s information has changed or something is inaccurate, bring it to our attention immediately and it will be corrected.

The greatest members in the world deserve the greatest support! We are intent on providing you just that. We have recently introduced our new High Definition phone system, laying the foundation for our enhanced global communication with our members, chapters, and partners globally. The first step was consolidating all support calls globally through a single number. Write this down because many of the original phone numbers are being retired. Whether for questions about membership or the website, events or Inner Circle information, you can find someone to help you by calling +1-844-690-1771.

This will also be tied into multilingual support in French and Spanish to start please be patient with us as we get this all in place this month.

Finally, attendees got a sneak peak of the new AXS Events and Registration Site (AERS). The positive feedback has been incredible! As we imagined together a global organization with events taking place every day all over the world and led or attended by our brothers and sisters, it seems only appropriate that there is one central place to find all things AXS and GIN. That place is AXS.Events. No dot com, just axs.events and you’ll be taken to the AERS system. If you are a new user, get your member number ready (the short legacy / original GIN number for now). Browse for an event that you want to register for, put in your email, and it will walk you through the process of setting up an account on the AERS as well as registering you for that event. Certain events are for members only, so that is where your member number comes into play. For those events, it will ask for your member number and it will validate it against our database of members. You are in and non-members are going to be looking for a way in! Sneak preview – Chapter leaders and Sanctioned Speakers, look for further information on this exciting new platform that you will be able to use. For now, just get in touch with Member Services and we’ll work with you to ensure your event is posted.

This is just a taste of the amazing systems plans we have to come! Imagine where we are going and believe!
CHECK OUT THE NEW PACKAGING FOR THIS WEBINAR SERIES

USING FEAR TO THRIVE

November Webinar
Coming Soon: 11/28/2015

Acupuncturist and world traveler, Stacy Romilla, discusses with us how fear is inevitable in our lives, so how do you turn fear into your ally and help you expand to meet your chief aim? In part one, Stacy teaches us exactly what fear is, and what are some of our biggest fears. Stacy goes in depth as to what the root of fear is as well as signs of fear.

PART 1

December Webinar
Coming Soon: 12/05/2015

What is the cost of not moving forward? Which fears are holding you back? In part two, Stacy Romilla walks us through several activities. Stacy asks some big questions and gives us steps to move closer to our chief aim.

PART 2

December Webinar
Coming Soon: 12/12/2015

In part three, Stacy wraps up her webinar on thriving with fear. She takes us through some daily strategies that you can employ that are going to help you feel more empowered and create patterns of excellence.

PART 3

GO TO THE WEBINARS PAGE ON ABOVE DATE

GO TO THE WEBINARS PAGE ON ABOVE DATE

GO TO THE WEBINARS PAGE ON ABOVE DATE
FINDING THE GOLD

PART 1
November Webinar
Coming Soon: 11/07/2015

In this three part webinar, Gin Platinum member, Krista Johnson, discusses the energetic properties of gold. Krista teaches us the powerful tool that gold truly is. Discover how to dream build with gold, a brief history of gold, as well as how to generate and manifest wealth.

PART 2
November Webinar
Coming Soon: 11/14/2015

In part two, Krista explains the importance of owning physical bullion and how its value has been maintained for thousands of years.

PART 3
November Webinar
Coming Soon: 11/21/2015

Krista wraps up her three part series on "Finding the Gold" with a brief history lesson of gold in the United States. Learn how gold will increase your wealth, frequency and vibration. Amazingly, gold has the same frequency as love at 528 hertz.

GO TO THE WEBINARS PAGE ON ABOVE DATE

CHECK OUT THE NEW PACKAGING FOR THIS WEBINAR SERIES
SHARE GIN BONUS PROGRAM

New Promotion:

All Members who have registered for the '16 Cancun Leadership Retreat by October 31 are qualified for a special Share GIN Incentive Bonus! Earn an extra $100 in CASH for every new Member that you bring into our club until December 31st, 2015...that means that the cash Affiliate Sales Commission earned by a qualified Affiliate, Bronze, Silver, or Gold Pin Level would be $350 per Member, and a qualified Platinum would earn $450 per new Member! Learn More.
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MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT JOURNEY TO PERU!

Peru has much more to offer than just Machu Picchu, and Learning Through Travel has put together the perfect trip for you to discover all this magical country has to offer. As one of the first GIN Adventures in many years, this trip will prove to be in alignment with our GIN Principles. The intensity is unmatched. The physical vibrations set forth by each of the ruins are unexplainable. There are many documented energy vortexes around the structures and up on hilltops through which our intentions are quickly communicated to the Universe.

We were lucky enough to sit with Darlene Buonauro, the Founder of GIN’s travel partner Learning Through Travel. We asked Darlene to share with us some of her experiences in such exotic explorations.

GIN: How did you first learn about the magic of these areas in Peru?
Darlene: In 1994 I visited Peru for the 1st time and immediately connected with the energies and frequencies of the country. It was like a “coming home.”

GIN: How many times have you been there?
Darlene: I have been to Peru 17 times and every time I feel a sense of renewal!

GIN: What is your favorite part of this particular itinerary?
Darlene: It is hard to say, but if I had to pick one highlight it would be standing atop of Machu Picchu and seeing back to the times of the Ancient Incas and how they built this incredible archaeological wonder.

GIN: What is the climate like this time of year in Lima and the surrounding areas?
Darlene: The weather in Peru during November and December is Spring-like. Temperatures will range during the day from 65 degrees to 35 degrees in the evening. When packing we suggest bringing clothes that allow you to layer. December can be rainy so a poncho is recommended.

GIN: How do the iconic ruins of Machu Picchu tie into our GIN Training?
Darlene: There are only a few destinations on our beautiful planet that hold a sense of fascination and mystery like that of Peru. When you, as a GIN Member, visit Peru you will reach into the very essence of your Mind, Body and Soul and get in touch with your inner-self, gaining another level of knowledge and understanding. GIN Members are always growing and expanding their minds.

GIN: Why should a GIN Member make a decision to participate in this GIN Adventure?
Darlene: As a GIN Member, travel will give you the chance to grow and discover your “Authentic Self” by challenging your current perceptions of the world. It allows you to test your limits, and discover the true essence of who you are.
You have already made the conscious decision to belong to your GIN club, where you are gaining the very best leadership, success secrets, and networking opportunities. Now GIN is giving you the opportunity to discover something new and exciting with specially designed GIN Adventures to exotic destinations around the world. These Adventures will allow you to be inspired to create your B.E.S.T. life and keep your energy focused on realizing your dreams!

GIN: What other GIN Adventures are in your top 3?
Darlene: Egypt, Tahiti and East Africa: Kenya

GIN: How does one register for a GIN Adventure?
Darlene: Please check out our website by using this link http://www.learningthroughtravell.com/gin-adventures/

Thank you, Darlene Buonauro, for your time and amazing insight. On behalf of our three winners of the Share GIN Incentive, we greatly appreciate your generosity in hosting our winners on this upcoming Peruvian GIN Adventure! Don Boyer, Bruno Crozel, and Eric Eaton are the proud recipients of this wondrous trip and we are all inspired to create their B.E.S.T. life and keep your energy focused on realizing your dreams!

Bon voyage!

Famous pier at Pimentel Peru

Register for GIN’s Journey to Peru!

Bon voyage!
LOCAL MEETINGS PRESENTED BY SANCTIONED SPEAKERS

Are you a Platinum and/or Level III member or above? Are you a GIN member in good standing? Attended one GIN Major Event in the last 18 months? Have you decided to become a Sanctioned Speaker for GIN yet?

Share your experience and start networking with like-minded GIN brothers and sisters all around the globe. Also, new prospects and guests can attend the Member Overview Meetings, where they will learn about all of the amazing and expanding benefits of GIN! The vibration at these meetings is guaranteed to be energetic and exciting. You’ll be sure to make new friends in the Global Information Network community and have a fabulous time. We would like to share the following Sanctioned Speaker announcements of our meetings around the globe to you, our most engaging group. Please log into the website and get registered for a meeting in your area.

Date: 11/1/15
Location: London, England
Sanctioned Speaker: Fabio Pedrazzoli
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/1/15
Location: Czech Republic, Prague
Sanctioned Speaker: Radek Cervenka
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/1/15
Location: Lyon, France
Sanctioned Speaker: Alain Humbert
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/3/15
Location: Lake Park, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Alison Sue Adams
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/9/15
Location: Lake Park, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Alison Sue Adams
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/4/15
Location: Houston, TX, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Cameron Cope
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/10/15
Location: Los Angeles, CA, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Jason Gant
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/5/15
Location: Houston, TX, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: James Murray
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/11/15
Location: Clearwater, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Tim Nelson
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/17/15
Location: Palm Beach Gardens, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Alison Sue Adams
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/13/15
Location: Naperville, IL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Diane Meyer
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/14/15
Location: Sydney, Australia
Sanctioned Speaker: Kevin Tan
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/16/15
Location: Bellevue, WA, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Marlen & Dave Bolvin
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/17/15
Location: Palm Beach Gardens, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Joelle Bernard
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/17/05
Location: Czech Republic, Prague
Sanctioned Speaker: Radek Cervenka
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/18/15
Location: Brooklyn, NY, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Eileen M Fitzpatrick
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/14/15
Location: Naperville, IL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Diane Meyer
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/18/15
Location: Clearwater, FL USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Tim Nelson
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/10/15
Location: Sacramento, CA, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Sherry Young
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/12/15
Location: Lyon, France
Sanctioned Speaker: Gaetan Duchen
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/21/15
Location: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Sanctioned Speaker: Troy Herrick
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/29/15
Location: Czech Republic, Prague
Sanctioned Speaker: Radek Cervenka
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/22/15
Location: Lyon, France
Sanctioned Speaker: Gaetan Duchen
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/25/15
Location: Biarritz, France
Sanctioned Speaker: Gaetan Duchen
Meeting Type: Member Overview Meeting
Register

Date: 11/25/15
Location: Elora, Ontario, Canada
Sanctioned Speaker: Troy Herrick
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/29/15
Location: Czech Republic, Prague
Sanctioned Speaker: Radek Cervenka
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register

Date: 11/29/15
Location: Biarritz, France
Sanctioned Speaker: Gaetan Duchen
Meeting Type: Member Overview Meeting
Register

Date: 11/14/15
Location: London, England
Sanctioned Speaker: Fabio Pedrazzoli
Meeting Type: Local Chapter Meeting
Register

Date: 11/3/15
Location: Lake Park, FL, USA
Sanctioned Speaker: Alison Sue Adams
Meeting Type: Mastering the Success Mastery Course
Register
Leadership Retreat ‘16 in Cancun, Mexico is your next GIN destination. This transforming event will feature exclusive training, spectacular excursions, tropical sunshine, exceptional cuisine, exotic drinks and the most amazing memories of you with your GIN family. Join us at the gorgeous Moon Palace Golf & Spa Resort as, together, we live in luxury and expand our knowledge. With a seemingly boundless stretch of beautiful white sand beach in the heart of the Gulf of Mexico, Moon Palace Resort is the access we need to amplify our collective vibration. Be there for the Leadership Retreat of a lifetime.